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Presentation Notes
The changes in audiovisual tech over the last fifty years are indisputable. • Recording technologies have evolved from the mechanical to the digital. • The availability and portability of these technologies has revolutionized the moving image practice, a number of times, from cinema veretie to you tube and from video art to VJing.• The structures of workflow for post-production, distribution and projection have also changed radically. • Images can now be shared instantly around the world.• Smart Phones for instance have the facilities to record moving image at HD resolution.• They also operate as editing stations and can broadcast footage to the Internet. As computing capacity has increased so has our capacity to record. Documenting reality has become an obsession for many. Now familiar to see a wave of phones and cameras sweep in front of the proceeding happenings at public events if there is the slightest sign of excitement. So to get an idea how much audiovisual footage is in existence one might only imagine the number of hours of video that will be shot in London by the millions of people attending the Olympics and affiliated events in London later this year. But with the enhanced technological capabilities and diminishing costs, it also appears that the consideration need to be taken when recording or documenting experience can also diminish. ‘Fix it in post’ is a typical aphorism within the broadcast industry. Pupils at schools across the country just as likely to have attempted to shoot and edit a video as they are to have attended drawing classes. Thus the number of people capable of editing the moving image will continue to grow. Given that the general publics appetite for audiovisual technology appears to be insatiable. And as we witness the dramatic development of this ubiquitous, portable moving image technology, it seems fitting that we explore the point at which this media is assembled in greater depth.
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Presentation Notes
The Extended Mind theory provides a general introduction to our experience of the Human-Computer-Interface but there are off course important questions to ask that are more specific to the editing process. Questions about the basis upon which selection and ordering audiovisual sequences is developed. And even about the kinds of structure and organization that consistently hold them. One of the many metaphors used to discribe cinema is a mirror in which case there is ongoing interest to see how the structure of media and technology might be seen to dovetail with the structure of our mental representations. 











Gallant Lab

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsjDnYxJ0bo
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For Merleau-Ponty the direct relationship between the body of some musicians and their instruments extends beyond objective space. In the Phenomenology of Perception he proposes that the rehearsal gestures of an organist, as he familiarises himself with a new instrument, discover emotional sources, or ‘affective vectors’, that create an expressive space and a passage to the musical experience. The example of the instrumentalist is used by Merleau-Ponty to demonstrate how habits (the accumulated synthesis of cognitive phenomena) reside ”neither in thought nor in the objective body, but rather in the body as the mediator of a world” (Merleau-Ponty 2010). 
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The descriptions in print by editors of the editing process tend to be presented for the benefit of novice editors, film theorists or film enthusiasts. Certainly there is little analysis of their descriptions from a cognitive persepective or with a view to understanding the science of their conscious experience. The basic task of the editor is to assemble sequences of audio-visual material. This will usually involve viewing footage on a screen, devising of a system through which the material might be brought to order, visualizing or imagining the assembled sequence as it plays out, cutting and assembling the actual material, watching, reflecting and rewatching the sequences and, if necessary, reordering and reassembling the material. Experienced editors are able to demonstrate a speed and precision in their work that parralels the sensitive skills of the instrumentalists or robot arm operators cited by Merleau-Ponty and Dennett. The completed edit is the result of a decision-making process that is likely to be distributed over days, months or even years. It may be carried out through collaboration, and might be influenced by factors far beyond what appears on the screen. And just as the decisions made by editors are distributed over time, the cognitive processes required to complete the tasks are likely to be distributed over a range of cognitive vehicles, which could be conceived of as internal to or external to the editors. But it is here again that we are confronted with the competing claims over the location of mind. 
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Physical rotation is used not just to position the object but also to determin whether the shape and slot are compatible. This latter use is termed ‘epistemic action’ by David Krish and Paul Maglio. These epistemic actions alter the world to aid and augment cognitive processes such as search and recognition. The obvious difference in the editors task is that he is fitting sequences of events together and not objects. He is also attempting to create what Merleau-Ponty would call ‘affective vectors’ 
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it is impossible to study cinema, the editing interfaces, the editors head and the editors body as separate systems. The editor views and assembles the images in a particular way according to the design of the system they are using. With each assembly the editors thinking about the final outcome of his project will change. 
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Moviola, where the editor builds sequences from individual shots and the process working at a Stienbeck, where the editor reveals the form of the film, the so called inner rhythms by chipping away at long sections of film sometimes 10 mins in durration. He likens the editors work to that of a sculptor, he asociates working at the Moviola to working with clay where the sculptor builds up the form compared to working at a Stienbeck which he likens carving into marble. " I work standing up: My KEM is raised about 15 inches of the floor to put it at the right height for me. One of the things I always liked about the miviola ia that you stand up to work, holding the Moviola in a kind of embrace - dancing with it in a way - so it was frustrating for me to have to sit down at the KEM.Editing is like surgery - has anyone ever performed surgery sitting downEditing is like cooking - no one sits down to at a stove to cookbut most of all Editing is like dancing - the finished film is like a kind of crytalized dance
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George Barber's appraisal of how the availability of editing suits for artist's instigated and impacted on Scratch Video in the 80's is also good example of this. This study not only illustrates how access to technology enabled artist's to make work that had previously been restricted to the confines of industry professionals, but how the technology becomes a 'delimiter of an emerginging visual language' 
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Abundance just like smart phone apps
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 What I hope to have shown is that we can only claim to know the location of the editors mind if we describe the varieties of editing experience…If we return to the context I described at the start of my talk, that of a dramatic restructuring of the cinematic apparatus, an expanded capacity for recording and editing audiovisual material including the capacity edit a wider range of source media through one centralized edit station and which can be sent to a mobile spectator by a mobile editor, what’s more if we look into the history and evolution of editing technique and technology then this context clearly emerges as integral to the editors position. The testimonies of editors and studies of the culture in which they are situated reveal a complexes web of organic and inorganic matter in which their mind opperate. By augmenting the Extended Mind theory onto this enquiry and onto the editors experience there is potentially a shift in focus away from the so-called mind-body problem or how thought and biology relate towards what Clark describes as the mind-body-scaffolding problem, or of trying to understanding how human thought and reason is born out of looping interactions between material brains, material bodies, and complex cultural and technological environments. This also becomes a novel approach to the old question ‘who edits the film?’
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